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Cassandra Rauch 

Jazz and Spirituality 

 When you lose the ability to care for your body, you care for your soul. Jazz music was 

born under the oppression of  Blacks in America during the slave trade and thrived during times 

of trouble and strife in American history. Is it any wonder that during these times, when people 

had no control over what happened to their physical selves, that this music flourished? Jazz 

music’s ability to transcend the physical and touch the spiritual that allowed for such prosperity 

in troubled times. The spirituality of Jazz is evident from its origins and continued to be a 

characteristic that set it apart from the rest of the music world, even until today. 

Slaves in America brought over their soulful African - inspired music. These slaves 

indulged in what is termed the work song
1
. This type of song was then blended with traditional 

psalms of the churches in the southern United States. This spirituality of music was never lost as 

African Americans (and eventually white Americans) moved forward. It can be found in blues, 

ragtime, and swing and in the jazz of New Orleans, Harlem, and Chicago. Two great examples of 

this can be found in Louis Armstrong and John Coltrane. As these artists may be seen by some as 

bookends in the evolution of jazz music, it can be clearly seen that the spirituality of jazz never 

ceased throughout the years.  

Louis Armstrong may be one of the best known jazz musicians of the 1920’s. His music 

often had religious inferences and even some very obvious ones, with titles like “Louis and the 

Good Book.” On his final album he even did a cover of the song “We Shall Overcome,” with a 

jazz singing priest.
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John Coltrane was perhaps the most outspoken spiritual jazz musician in the modern era. 

His album, “A Love Supreme,” follows his own struggle for purity and freedom from addiction. 

Coltrane was part of the bigger “free jazz” movement of the 1960s which “placed a great amount 

of importance on spiritual matters.”
3
  

When one looks through the titles of old jazz songs it is difficult to miss the overriding 

spirituality in jazz music. However, there is more to jazz and spirituality than one can acquire at 

a cursory glance. There is more spirit in the music than the obvious words of a religious man or 

woman. The spirituality of jazz is not only seen in the men and women who “found God,” or 

knew enough of His love to put it into music. The spirituality of jazz is seen in its transcending 

ability to be a safe haven and an outlet of expression for artists. There is a pattern of musicians 

transcending their oppressive world and using music as a way of expressing their dignity, their 

humanity, and their faith. Billie Holiday, who had a tragic, short life, full of drugs, alcohol, and 

bad decisions may not be someone’s first choice when trying to prove the “spirituality” of jazz 

music. However, when she was only a young girl working in a brothel she found a Louis 

Armstrong record that changed her life. Jazz became the only light in Billie’s very dark world. 

Though Billie was seemingly incapable of caring for her physical self, jazz was the way she 

nurtured her soul and the way she expressed herself in a world that, to her, never really cared 

what she had to say.  

Interestingly enough, while jazz flourished in African American circles during the civil 

rights movement, it reached a peak in the 1930’s in white America. While there were white faces 

leading these bands playing black jazz music, one could argue that the same reasons blacks were 

pulled toward jazz were the same reasons that white Americans gravitated towards it in the 30’s. 

It was a time of depression and war. White Americans used jazz as a form of escape and when 
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they lost the ability to have control over their physical lives during the depression, jazz reached 

unprecedented prosperity. 

Jazz was, and continues to be, music for the soul It allows people to go beyond their 

current circumstances and find hope and a form of expression.  
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